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Introducing Sonnetap Energy Pvt Ltd
Solar Power or Solar Energy has been considered as a renewable source of
energy that is gaining immense momentum and has become the recent
boom in the last couple of years. The reason for the hype is because of the
countless beneﬁts that it oﬀers to the consumers.
‘The consumers of today have become aware of the huge savings that
a conventional solar energy oﬀers to them’. The consumers, in turn, can
aﬀord to implement the Solar Power Panels (SPP) installations at their
oﬃce and residential setups in order to substantially reduce the dependency
on the grid power, which is otherwise becoming scarce in the coming years.

Solar Energy Implementation made possible through
Sonnetap Energy
Converting the solar energy into conventional energy for your home or
business has become easier with Sonnetap Energy. Sonnetap Energy Pvt
Ltd, has been involved in the solar installations for decades. We have gained
immense popularity in the marketplace in the last few years and we have
turned out to become the most preferred vendor for erection and
commissioning of solar panels, among the other solar vendors.

Our Goal
We have been on a unique mission to bring about a clean, renewable solar
energy to each and every household and the commercial setup. The
objective has been to set up the renewable solar energy with much ease and
which can be easily implemented on the rooftop and ground mounted.

Our expertise
We have expertise in solar installations, following are our
deliverables:
l We are the license holder for all the electrical works which are up to 33 KV.
l We bring about Solar Oﬀ Grid and On Grid Solutions, Solar Water Pumps
with maintenance packages.
l Solar Street Lights which include the roadway lighting and warning lights.
l Energy Audits.
l Fabrication works for the electric erections.

Management Team
P. Sunitha
Sunitha is the Founder and Managing Director of Sonnetap Energy Private
Limited, she is credited for being the pioneer in establishing a ﬁrm which is
primarily responsible to bring about renewable energy. Under her guidance,
Sonnetap Energy has been able to successfully implement and strategies
for more and energy eﬃcient solutions.
As a part of the overall strategy, Sunitha has been primarily responsible for
women empowerment and she ensures that women task force be more
utilised in the renewable energy sector.

P. Rajesh Kumar
Rajesh Kumar is a B.Tech in Electrical Engineering with an industrial
experience of 10 years in the ﬁelds concerning the renewable energy sector.
He is primarily responsible for leadership and development, he has been
instrumental to provide sustainable energy systems to clients.
In his capacity as a director of the company, he remains to be the forefront of
the current technological revolution. He has been providing value-added
services in renewable energy and in turn establishing several engagements
with overseas clients in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Africa.

Ch. Sharanya-Strategy Management
Ch.Sharanya is an acclaimed leader towards Strategy Management and
has been able to chair as a strategic planning for the company and
spearheads the company towards growth. She is a graduate in computer
science with 5 years of experience in renewable energy.

P. Sheshu Kumar-General Manager Operations
Sheshu Kumar holds a management degree and has been in the areas
concerning marketing. He has been primarily responsible for sales
speciﬁcally onto B2B and B2C segments across Pan India. He has been an
active team member and is instrumental in brand building, eﬃcient supply
chain management, infrastructure development.

Services
Electrical Works
Electrical works deal mostly with large-scale commercial work and also for
most of the residential setup’s in Hyderabad. Electrical works have been the
most integral components at Sonnetap Energy Pvt Ltd, we have been
oﬀering a comprehensive range of electrical works of the customers who
come to us for varied electrical problems.
We are the license holders in Hyderabad speciﬁcally for most of the electrical
work and specialise ourselves in handling upto 33 KV. We excessively work
on the erection of transformers and our tangible range of erections has been
upto 11 Kv and 33 Kv lines.

Solar Power
As the name indicates, Solar Power has been the energy which comes by
the heat and light of the sun. The energy which is derived from solar energy,
which, when converted into electricity is termed as conventional energy,
which is a cost eﬃcient solution.

Ø Solar On-Grid Power System
The Solar On-Grid System is a solar power setup which generates solar
electricity through a solar panel and the power gets transmitted to the utility
grid. Sonnetap Energy has been quite successful in commissioning solar ongrid systems for both commercial and residential setups.

Ø Soalr Off-Grid Power System
Solar Oﬀ-Grid has been the system which converts the DC power to AC
power, this phenomenon is quite beneﬁcial for consumers who use home
appliances. Sonnetap Energy has been pioneering this concept and have
been setting up oﬀ-grid systems for most of the industrial setups and also for
consumers for domestic consumption as well.

Ø Solar Street Lights & Road Way Lighting and
Warning Lights
The entire range of solar Outdoor Lighting System is powered by the sun,
towards this, Sonnetap Energy has been quite instrumental in
commissioning solar street lights across the landscape. Essentially, these
solar outdoor lighting system is mounted on the solar panel over the pole.
The outdoor lighting system can also include the roadway lighting and
warning lights during the nights.

Ø Solar pumps have been found beneficial for farmers
Solar pumps have proved to be a blessing in disguise for most farmers, as
the solar technology has played a key role in conceptualizing photovoltaic
panels for cost-eﬀective system of water pumping and supply for water for
irrigation, its application has been found more towards the drip irrigation
system which dramatically increases the crop production.

Energy audits
Energy has always been considered as a critical resource among most of the
consumers in the marketplace. There has been a ‘Constant debate
concerning the conservation and optimal utilization of energy’
among the consumers who come from both the residential and commercial
setups.
Sonnetap Energy undertakes the energy audits with a certiﬁed auditor from
BEE for hospitals, shopping malls, buildings and manufacturing industries in
power, thereby saving power in various plans for most of the residential and
commercial customers and help them to realise the potential to save energy.
We also tend to identify the following:
l Areas of energy wastage.
l Existing and current level of energy usage.
l Measures that can be taken proactively to save energy.
We are also engaged in bringing about a comprehensive energy audit
service which includes the project reports and the type of recommendations
and suggestions for a possible energy conservation measures.

Fabrication Works
The fabrication works become the most essential services which could
transform the structural steel into products which ﬁnds their way for various
industrial applications. Sonnetap Energy has a comprehensive setup of
fabrication works in-house, the technicians who work as a fabricator are
quite instrumental in executing the industrial projects much seamlessly.
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